Abstract: Soybean protein content is a valuable quantitative trait controlled by multiple genes. The epistatic interaction of these genes can increase protein content observably. In this study, we used the multifactor dimensionality reduction method and a soybean high-density genetic map including 5308 markers to identify stable loci controlling protein content in soybean across 23 environments. In total, 31 897 046 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) -protein interaction pairs were detected. Among these, 46 stable SNP interaction pair associations with soybean protein content were identified under multiple environments, with 2 and 44 SNP pairs stably detected across four and three environments, respectively. Hot spot regions for interaction pairs were detected on linkage groups Gm17, Gm06, and Gm03, consistent with previous quantitative trait locus mapping. The epistatic effects and contributions of the stable interaction pairs ranged from 0.0008 to 0.5483 and 0.0003 to 0.5126, respectively. Eight SNP epistatic interaction subnets were constructed. Ten candidate genes from these interaction subnets showed a relationship with seed protein storage or amino acid biosynthesis and metabolism. The results of this study provide insights into the genetic architecture of soybean protein content and can serve as a basis for marker-assisted selection breeding.
Introduction
Soybean, Glycine max (L.) Merr., is a major oilseed crop and the main source of vegetable protein worldwide, accounting for approximately 68% of global protein consumption (http://www.soystats.com) (Wilson 2008) . The study of soybean genetics and molecular biology has moved forward rapidly because of its economic importance and nutritional value. Quantitative traits loci (QTLs) for protein content in many soybean varieties have been reported over the past two decades, with 152 listed in the United States Department of Agriculture Soybean Genome Database (http://www. soybase.org). In soybean, protein content is quantitatively inherited, controlled by multiple genes, and affected by the environment (Burton 1985) . Epistasis is common and can cause cryptic genetic variation in quantitative traits (Mackay 2014) . The derivation of genetic interaction networks from epistatic interactions between loci can improve our understanding of the biological systems that give rise to variation in quantitative traits (Phillips 2008) .
Many studies involving epistatic interaction analysis have been performed recently, including investigations of plant height, ear length, and related yield traits in rice (Yu et al. 1997; Xing et al. 2002; Zhuang et al. 2002; Li et al. 2003) ; proteins, oils, starches, and fatty acids in maize Zhang et al. 2015) ; protein content (Qi et al. 2014a ) and grain weight per plant (Han et al. 2008) in soybean; and various traits in wheat (Zhang et al. 2008) , groundnut (Ravi et al. 2011) , and cotton (Shen et al. 2006) . However, these studies were based on the interactions of QTLs encompassing more than a single marker. Epistatic studies based on interactions between QTLs may not detect interactions between loci not previously identified as significant main-effect QTLs. Thus, interaction analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is a better approach to elucidate genetic mechanisms (Cordell 2009 ). For example, Li et al. (2013) analyzed SNP-SNP interactions affecting abdominal fat weight in chickens, Su et al. (2013) were the first group to use genome-wide association data to evaluate the multidimensional genetic architecture underlying cancer and uncovered two-locus interactions occurring between SNPs, and Farzan et al. (2014) found that RNASEL and MIR146A SNP-SNP interaction is a susceptibility factor for skin cancer. These examples demonstrate that analysis of SNP interactions can reveal more information than that observed from individual SNPs, as suggested by Gerke et al. (2009) .
Multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR), inspired by the combinatorial partitioning method, can effectively reduce genotype predictors from n dimensions to one (Ritchie et al. 2001; Hahn et al. 2003; Coffey et al. 2004; Moore 2004; Chung et al. 2007 ). In addition, MDR analysis incorporates a cross-validation and (or) permutation procedure to minimize the rate of false positives that may otherwise result from tests involving multiple variables or comparisons (Ritchie et al. 2001; Hahn et al. 2003; Moore 2004) . Although some recent studies on SNP interactions have exploited the MDR method (Ritchie et al. 2001; Hahn et al. 2003; Coffey et al. 2004; Moore 2004; Chung et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2009; Kuo et al. 2015) , these investigations were focused on human and animal complex diseases and related traits. To date, no investigations of SNP interactions involving soybean traits have been conducted. In this study, we applied the MDR method to explore stable epistatic interactions related to soybean protein content from multiple environments. Our results shed light on how SNP interactions underlie the genetic mechanisms of quantitative traits and may help improve soybean quality traits.
Materials and Methods

Plant materials
An F 2:10 -F 2:202:20 population of 147 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) was advanced by single-seed descent from crosses between two soybean cultivars: 'Charleston' (female), a low-protein variety with a protein concentration of approximately 38% (Cooper et al. 1995) The plants were arranged in a randomized complete block design involving single-row plots (1 m in length × 0.5 m in width) with two and three replicates in 2002-2007 and 2008-2012, respectively . The timing and frequency of cultural management procedures used for the trials were in accordance with normal production practices for the respective environments. Here, we define one location in one specific year as one environment.
Measurement of soybean protein concentrations
Protein contents were analyzed using seeds obtained from five randomly harvested plants of each line per plot. Fifteen plants of each line were randomly harvested, divided into three groups, and used for phenotypic measurement. A bulk sample of five plants from each group was analyzed with a FOSS Infratec TM1241 Grain Analyzer (FOSS Tecator AB, Hoeganaes, Sweden). Two hundred grams of seeds from each replicate were used to analyze the seed protein content at a 13% moisture level. The protein concentration for each RIL was an average of two or three replications.
Genotyping and genetic map construction SNP genotype data for the RIL population were generated by Qi et al. (2014b) , who constructed a high-density genetic map of 5308 markers assigned to 20 linkage groups. The map spanned 2294.433 cM, with an average intermarker distance of 0.43 cM. The percentage of gaps in which the distance between adjacent markers was smaller than 5 cM (gap ≤5) was 99.84%.
Interaction analysis
To identify SNP × SNP effects in this study, we used the MDR method described by Kuo et al. (2015) .
Pearson χ 2 statistics were used to select a model using the following five steps. In step 1, the SNP data were randomly divided into 10 equal subsets; 90% of the data was a training set and 10% was an independent testing set used for cross-validation. In step 2, a set of n SNP blocks was selected from the pool of all SNP blocks. In step 3, the n SNP blocks and their possible multifactor classes or cells were represented in n-dimensional space. In step 4, each multifactor cell in the n-dimensional space was labeled as high-risk if the values of target traits (e.g., seed length) ≥ average value of target traits. In step 5, we used Pearson χ 2 values to select a model and assess significance (P < 0.001), and the maximum Pearson χ 2 value was used to select the optimization mode (Jiang et al. 2009; Kuo et al. 2015) . The χ 2 statistic measures the association between genotype (high-risk and low-risk groups) and effect status in a two-way table. The statistic is calculated as the sum of the square of the difference between the observed and expected frequency in each combination, divided by the expected value, across all combinations: values. An average Pearson χ 2 value of 10 and a 10-fold cross-validation criterion were used to select the optimization model (Kuo et al. 2015) . The epistatic interaction effects and their contribution to genetic values and variance were calculated following the method proposed by Cheverud and Routman (1995) .
SNP-SNP network
A SNP-SNP network of epistatic interactions affecting soybean protein content was drawn using the Cytoscape 2.8 software package (Smoot et al. 2011 ). Pairwise interactions with P < 0.001 were loaded into Cytoscape to visualize the network. Each edge corresponds to a two-way interaction and the degree of each node refers to the number of connecting edges .
Results
Phenotypic variation in the RIL population under multiple environments
Protein content data for the RIL population in 23 environments are shown in Table 1 . The mean values of Charleston (female) and Dongnong594 (male) were 39.96% and 42.86%, respectively, while the mean values of the RIL population ranged from 36.24% to 43.58%. Protein content displayed a wide range of variation across the 23 environments, but the range of variation was narrow between different locations in the same year. The coefficient of variation ranged from 0.02 to 0.07, with a standard deviation of 0.83 to 2.52. Overall, the protein content of the RIL population was continuously distributed and consistent in all environments (Table 1) .
Pairwise interaction analysis
The protein content data and genotype data of the RIL population across 23 environments were analyzed separately by the MDR method. SNP interaction pairs were selected at the P < 0.001 error rate level (Table 2 ). In total, 31 897 046 interaction pairs were detected in the 23 environments. The highest number of SNP interaction pairs (54 303 pairs) was detected in 2008HXL (P ≥ 2.56 × 10 −8 ).
The minimum number (746 pairs) was detected in 2005HRB (P ≥ 1.89 × 10 −5 ). More than 10 000 SNP interaction pairs were found in each of the following eight environments: 2004HRB, 2006HRB, 2008HXL, 2010HXL, 2010JMS, 2011HRB, 2012HRB, and 2012JMS (Table 2) .
Stable interaction pairs across multiple environments
Environment-universal QTLs, defined as QTLs associated with traits of interest in at least one macroenvironment (i.e., 1 yr-location combination) (Palomeque et al. 2010; Mao et al. 2013) , are suitable for measuring SNP interaction effects. We defined stable interaction pairs as interaction pairs found in two or more megaenvironments. To summarize the SNP interaction pairs in each of the 23 environments separately, the SNP interaction pairs in each environment were identified (Supplementary Table S1 1 and Fig. 1 ). Two SNP interaction pairs were detected in each of four environments. The interaction involving Mark452204 (Gm06, 46.56 Mb) and Mark1307824 (Gm08, 12.61 Mb) was detected in 2009HRB, 2010JMS, 2012HRB, and 2012JMS. The other interaction pair, comprising 72.21 Mb) and Mark1386049-Mark1375663 (Gm17, 25.28 Mb-Gm17, 25.43 Mb) , was detected in 2010HXL, 2010JMS, 2012HRB, and 2012JMS. Forty-four SNP interaction pairs were detected in each of three environments: 9 interactions between single SNP markers, 19 between single SNP markers and SNP blocks that included at least 2 SNP markers, and 16 between SNP blocks. Additionally, 32, 14, and 11 interaction pairs had a member originating from Gm17, Gm06, and Gm03 (Supplementary Table S1 1 and Fig. 1 ), respectively, suggesting that these fragments may be interaction-effect hot spots. A comparison of the environmentally stable SNP interaction pairs uncovered in this study with those detected in previous research revealed none that matched completely. In a few cases, however, a member of an interaction pair matched a main effect QTL not previously known to participate in an interaction. In particular, the interaction pair members located on Gm06 from 6.1 to 7.2 Mb and on Gm17 from 25.2 to 32.1 Mb were identified as the environment-specific QTLs qPRO7-8 and qPRO7-4 by Qi et al. (2014a) . A similar region on Gm06 was found by Tajuddin et al. (2003) . Portions of Gm05 (39.6 Mb), Gm18 (56.3 Mb), and Gm20 (25.2 Mb) were also detected by Tajuddin et al. (2003) . Some other regions, namely Gm15 (0.8 Mb), Gm19 (42.6 Mb), and Gm11 (6.9 Mb), were mapped as major QTL fragments by Pandurangan et al. (2012) , Orf et al. (1999) , and Chapman et al. (2003) , respectively.
Epistatic effect and contribution analysis
Epistatic effect and contribution data for the stable interaction pairs across all environments are shown in Supplementary Table S1 1 . Epistasis effects ranged from 0.0008 to 0.5483. The interaction pair Mark321093 (Gm05, 34.67 Mb) and Mark1217177 (Gm16, 12.69 Mb) in 2003HRB had the highest epistasis effect (0.5483), while Mark1379294 (Gm17, 32.11 Mb) and Mark944473 (Gm19, 37.05 Mb) in 2011HRB had the lowest (0.0008). The contributions of the interaction pairs ranged from 0.0003% to 0.5126%. The SNP interaction pair involving Mark321093 (Gm05, 34.67 Mb) and Mark1217177 (Gm16, 12.69 Mb) in 2003HRB also had the highest calculated contribution, while Mark912198 (Gm19, 39.10 Mb) and Mark1119135-Mark1184737 (Gm20, 24.74 Mb-Gm20, 24 .76 Mb) in 2012JMS had the lowest. The patterns of changes in mean epistasis effects and contributions displayed similar trends (Fig. 2) .
SNP-SNP network analysis
A network of SNPs with epistatic interactions affecting soybean protein content was constructed. Eight SNP epistatic interaction subnets containing more than three Gm17, Gm20, and Gm03 were the hub sites of subnets A, B, C, and D, respectively. Subnet E contained SNP pairs from four linkage groups, the largest number of linkage groups in any subnet. Mark847387-Mark876509 (Gm03, 4.62 Mb-Gm03, 4.54 Mb) on Gm03 with six two-way interactions, the maximum degree, was considered the hub site of subnet H.
Candidate gene mining of the SNP-SNP network
Based on the physical positions of the SNP interactions, 390 candidate genes were screened from the gene annotation dataset of soybean (http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/ portal.html#!info?alias=Org_Gmax) (Supplementary Table S2   1 ). Of these genes, 10 showed a relationship with seed protein storage or amino acid biosynthesis and metabolism based on gene ontology and annotation information (Supplementary Table S3   1 ). Glyma02g25300 in the region of Mark996642-Mark984446 was annotated as tryptophan synthase β-subunit 2. Tryptophan synthase catalyzes the last step of the tryptophan biosynthetic pathway, conversion of indole-3-glycerol phosphate to tryptophan. The enzyme contains two functional domains; tryptophan synthase α catalyzes the conversion of indole-3-glycerol phosphate to indole and tryptophan synthase β catalyzes the conversion of indole and serine to tryptophan (Berlyn et al. 1989 ). Glyma06g09270, Glyma06g09280, and Glyma06g09470 in the region of Mark474655-Mark489303 and Glyma17g26720 in the region of Mark1386718-Mark1423653 were annotated as amino acid permease 1, amino acid permease 1, amino acid permease 6, and amino acid permease 8, respectively. Grenson et al. (1970) found that a general amino acid permease catalyzes the transport of basic and neutral amino acids. Three genes were found in the region of Mark1428209-Mark1430758. Glyma17g23710 was annotated as ornithine delta-aminotransferase (OAT), which plays a major role in proline synthesis. Proline can be synthesized from ornithine, which is first transaminated by OAT to produce glutamate-semialdehyde and pyrroline-5-carboxylate, and then converted to proline. Glyma17g20690 and Glyma17g23614 had the same gene ontology IDs, 0003871 and 0009086. They may be involved in the methionine biosynthetic process and were annotated as methionine synthase 2 and methionine synthase 3, respectively. Methionine synthase catalyzes the last step in the plant methionine biosynthetic pathway. This protein is present at low levels in dry mature seeds and is a fundamental component controlling metabolism in the transition from a quiescent to a highly active state during seed germination (Gallardo et al. 2002) .
Two genes were found in the region of Mark182578-Mark168707. Glyma18g47820 was annotated as serine carboxypeptidase-like 20 (SCPL), which was analyzed by Fraser et al. (2007) . Sequence analysis of the SCPL proteins revealed pairwise identities ranging from 71% to 78%, suggesting that their differing specificities for acyl acceptor substrates are caused by changes in a relatively small subset of amino acids. Glyma18g47620 was annotated as a cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) family protein.
CBS is the first enzyme in the transsulfuration pathway, catalyzing the conversion of serine and homocysteine to cystathionine and water. The middle domain of the enzyme contains the catalytic core, which is responsible for the pyridoxal phosphate catalyzed reaction (Jhee and Kruger 2005) .
Discussion
Soybean protein content is an important quantitative trait under complex genetic control. An understanding of protein content locus interaction mechanisms could thus help effectively improve the protein content of soybean. In this study, the MDR method was used to identify stable loci controlling protein content in soybean across multiple environments based on a high-density genetic map.
Epistasis is a common feature of the genetic architecture of quantitative traits and additivity due to this phenomenon can be an emergent property of underlying Gm05, pink; Gm16, brown; Gm15, blue; Gm17, white; Gm02, gray; Gm20, red; Gm19, green; Gm06, orange; Gm03, yellow; and Gm18, turquoise. Each edge corresponds to a two-way interaction; the degree of each node refers to the number of connecting edges. The number in the orchid circle represents candidate genes: 1, Glyma02g25300; 2, Glyma06g09270; 3, Glyma06g09280; 4, Glyma06g0947; 5, Glyma17g20690; 6, Glyma17g23614; 7, Glyma17g23710; 8, Glyma17g26720; 9, Glyma18g47620; and 10, Glyma18g47820. [Colour online.] genetic interaction networks (Mackay 2014) . Epistasis causes hidden quantitative genetic variation in natural populations and can be responsible for small additive effects. In quantitative genetics, epistasis refers to any statistical interaction between genotypes at two or more loci (Cheverud and Routman 1995; Falconer and Mackay 1996) . The role of epistasis in the genetic architecture of quantitative traits has been controversial since early formulations of quantitative genetic theory (Fisher 1930; Wright 1931) . Numerous methods to detect epistatic interactions between SNPs have been published, such as exhaustive algorithms (Nelson et al. 2001 ) and MDR (Ritchie et al. 2001; Hahn et al. 2003; Coffey et al. 2004; Moore 2004; Chung et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2009; Kuo et al. 2015) , regression (Heidema et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2009; Moore et al. 2010) , heuristic (Carlborg et al. 2000; Yang et al. 2009 ), and mutual information (Curk et al. 2011 ) methods, among others (Nelson et al. 2001; Purcell et al. 2007; Wan et al. 2010; Winham et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2013; Su et al. 2015) . MDR analysis can effectively reduce genotype predictors from n dimensions to one and incorporates a cross-validation procedure to minimize the rate of false positives. Li and Sun (2016) used MDR to analyze SNP-SNP interactions related to essential hypertension in the Chinese Han population. Rai et al. (2015) performed MDR analysis to investigate the gene-gene interactions involved in gallbladder cancer predisposition. de Guia et al. (2015) used this technique to reveal the interactions of important gene variants involved in allergies. Many studies using the MDR method have focused on complex human and animal disease-related traits to identify epistatic interactions (Ritchie et al. 2001; Hahn et al. 2003; Coffey et al. 2004; Moore 2004; Chung et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2009; de Guia et al. 2015; Kuo et al. 2015; Rai et al. 2015; Li and Sun 2016) , but no studies, to our knowledge, have used MDR to analyze soybean quantitative traits.
In this study, we identified 46 stable SNP interaction pairs associated with soybean protein content in multiple environments by the MDR method. Among the 46 SNP interaction pairs, two were stably detected across four environments and 44 were detected across three. We discovered interaction pair hot spot regions on Gm17, Gm06, and Gm03, a result that was very consistent with previous QTL mapping research (Orf et al. 1999; Chapman et al. 2003; Tajuddin et al. 2003; Pandurangan et al. 2012; Qi et al. 2014a Qi et al. , 2014b . However, there were no overlapping intervals compared with the study performed by Qi et al. (2016) , who analyzed the same protein content dataset across 20 environments using the classical QTL epistasis analysis method and screened out three QTL epistasis interaction pairs, which were located on Gm19 (9.13 Mb-9.21 Mb), and Mb), and Gm02 (48.00 Mb-48.13 Mb) and Gm19 (9.13 Mb-9.21 Mb). The classical QTL epistasis analysis method was characterized by smaller numbers of pairs and narrower ranges. This indicates that the MDR method was able to screen out more new interaction pairs. Thus, the MDR method can improve the efficiency of analysis and has the advantage of being a genome-wide interaction approach. Nevertheless, it has some limitations. Firstly, there is generally poor agreement between block boundaries derived from different haplotype block-defining algorithms (Schulze et al. 2004) . Secondly, because of the limitations of molecular techniques, the gametic phase of haplotypes is usually unknown when diploid individuals are heterozygous at more than one locus (Excoffier and Slatkin 1995) .
The present study opens the door for further research on soybean quantitative trait integration analysis. Future efforts based on the epistatic interaction effects uncovered here and their contribution to genetic values, combined with the eight SNP epistatic interaction subnets containing more than three nodes, can be used to identify key loci with high phenotypic contributions, especially for subnet E, which included three candidate genes: Glyma02g25300, annotated as tryptophan synthase β-subunit 2; Glyma18g47820, annotated as serine carboxypeptidase-like 20 (SCPL); and Glyma18g47620, annotated as a cystathionine beta-synthase (CBS) family protein. However, there have been no reports suggesting that these three genes interact or that they function in the same pathway; thus, further research on this subnet is required. Based on this research, markers can be developed for the hot spot regions and used for breeding selection. Furthermore, the candidate genes in hot spot regions can be identified and their interactions can be analyzed in future research.
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